PIGEON FEEDS

PREMIUM PIGEON 16
Is designed to meet the needs of a wide variety
of pigeons from breeder/layers, to growers to
those looking for physical strength and speed.
Additional vitamins and minerals (often lacking
in mixed seed or grain feeds) support a strong
immune system as well as developing skeletal
system. Proper trace mineral nutrition is essential
for the development of the matrix, protein frame
work of bone in order to develop needed strength
and flexibility. Proper feather development is
not possible without trace minerals needed to
help produce collagen. Highly available macro
minerals such as calcium and phosphorous are
provided to assure egg strength and quality.
Prince PREMIUM PIGEON 16 does not contain
any ruminant protein sources or any antibiotic or
other drug compound. There are currently NO
DRUGS approved for use in pigeons, including
Amprolium, without a written prescription from a
licensed veterinarian. We have had requests for
pigeon feed formulated with unapproved compounds, and we do know of some
publications suggesting the use of illegal additives. Prince will not produce such
products! Use of pigeon feeds containing drugs could result in the user being
prosecuted and subject to fines and imprisonment.
PRINCE PREMIUM PIGEON 16 - (#001169)

is manufactured as a “mini-pellet” which provides multiple benefits.
• Less sorting of feed reducing losses of discarded
feed. Discarded feed not only represents a cost which
provided no benefit to the bird but might also encourage
rodent infestation.
• Pelleted feed allows the incorporation of nutrient that may
not be found in some grains or may be variable in grains
based upon soil and growing conditions. Additionally,
starches from pelleted feeds are more digestible than
the same starch as found in the original grain.
• Mini-pellet provides a smaller bite size that encourages
intake, particularly with younger birds.

Pigeons are highly adaptable birds by nature, explaining their presence in multiple environmental
settings. Domestic birds have been raised for meat production, and by hobby enthusiast, from
those that enjoy the genetic and phenotipical differences in different breeds and the physical
attributes of the racing pigeon.

